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The VAST .and FASCINATING FIELD of SCIENCE.
.

•

Ho w Learned Men have Watched what Goes Forward in, the World 9/ 1Vature, have
Ranged their Facts in Order, a11d Finally have Divined the Laws of Nature
·
CIENCE.

When you were a little child

They have watched them and timed them and
IQ.easured how hard they hit, and have put the
facts together and thought about them, until
they have found out certain laws of falling
bodies. They have found that the apple
attracts the earth as well as that the earth
· attracts the apple, and they have also discovered the laws of their mutual pull.

facts about the things around you. You felt
them with your fingers, your lips, your tongue;
you tasted them, you listened to the sounds
they made, ·you lifted them. In short, you
used all your senses to find out as much as you
could about them.
It was a very mixed-up lot of facts you
What Science Really Islearned. Sugar is good to eat, mother's silk
And so science grows. Science is simply all the
dress is nice to touch, milk has a pleasant taste, knowledge of facts that men have found out as
the mug makes a bang
KNOWER OF NATURE'S SECRETS
certain and have put in
· when it is dropped ; and
order so that they can
many such facts you
use it to find the fixed
added to your store day
order of things and the
by day.
relations of cause and
Soon you began to
effect. These they call
sort these facts in your
the laws of nature.
mind. Some of them
This knowledge is now
belonged together : Dol)y
so .great that no one
falls when you drop her'
mind can master the
your spoon falls when it.
whole of science. A single
,. is knocked off the table;
library, however, may
and a hundred other such
have on its shelves hunfacts were put together.
dreds or thousands of
So you came to the
books full of this scientific
notion at last that all
knowledge, so that you
things fall when dropped.
can easily find out about
This for you was a beginanything you may want
n in g o f science, for
to know.
science grows in just this
· Science as a whole is
way. Men first observe
broken up into many
. facts, sort them, so as to
parts, each a science.
put together those that
Biology is the science
seem related, and by
that deals with living
thinking on these things
things. It in turn is
reach broad truths that Statue symbolizing Science, by Birnie Rhind, A.R.S.A.' divided into Botany, the
in the Glasgow International Exhibition, 1901.
•
f
cover many f acts.
science o plants, and
As a child you went on in your belief that all Zoology, the science of animals. These are
things fall when dropped. Of course, you did again divided. A man may devote his life t.o
not state this law to yourself in any such way, the study of birds and then not know all there is
but when you dropped a thing you looked for it to be known ~bout them. Ornithology is the
on the floor, not on the ceiling. You simply science that deals with birds. Geology has to
acted on your belief.
do with the history, structure, and changes of
Why a Toy Balloon Goes Up
our earth. Physics deals with such forces as
Then one day, perhaps, you had a toy balloon heat, light, and electricity, and with the stuff
and you let go of it. That did not drop, but things are made of. The History of the races
went up. It may have been many months or of men is a science, and so are Grammar and
even years before you found enough other facts Geometry. Indeed, to name all the scienceE
of the same sort to help you to understand that into which the great mass of knowledge is
if a thing is lighter than air it does not usually divided would take pages of print. (For a list
drop, but rises instead. So you gradually added of the sciences separately treated in these
to your scientific knowledge.
volumes, see the entry Science in FactNow, men have found out a great deal more Index.)
about falling bodies than simply that they fall.
The results of scientific discovery are made use
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contained in the Easg Reference Fact•lndez at the end of this tJJork
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